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AMCE PRESENTATION
1.- MISSION STATEMENT
AMCE is The Association of Women Creators In Spain. It represents the interests of women composers and songwriters in all their
disciplines (symphonic, audiovisual, popular, jazz, flamenco and electronic music).
AMCE is the only professional association of women music Creators and artists in the world apart from Canada. It actively supports music
written by women.
AMCE is born to unify, dignify, make Visible and Increase the number of Music Creators in Spain.
Our mission is to advance the awareness, equality, diversity, heritage, opportunities and cultural aspects of women in music through
the songs of our composers.
From AMCE we empower female authors. We give them the opportunity to fulfill their goals and professional recognition.
We want to draw attention to the gender gap between men and women music creators and to explore how we could better support
women who are making new music.
Female songwriters are very important for the future of our musical heritage.
There is a gender gap.
This imbalance has historical roots. Traditionally women have been denied the "logos": the capacity for reason and abstraction and,
therefore, the creative capacity.
Whenever women have not been forbidden and therefore have been allowed to practice professions related to creation, their
achievements have been hidden and minimized their sucess.
Although our current societies have moved away from this conception, centuries of prejudice mark a palpable and evident inertia in the
current situation, which translates not only into the lower proportion of women engaged in musical creation, but also in the important
difficulties that women face in developing their professional careers.
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This lower participation entails a very low representation in institutions and entities that perpetuate their lack of influence in decision
making and in policies development.
There is still a lack of recognition in the work of women both academically and in the music industry.
For example, the lack of strong female models and the recognition of what women do and have achieved in music in the past remains an
important pending issue that conditions the possibilities, ambitions and careers of the young women that nowadays decide to work in
music creation, as well as in their development in the music industry.
In popular music, there are much more male music creators than female music creators.
In addition, the music industry contributes to perpetuate the stereotype of a young, beautiful and sensual woman is crucial.
Women who write popular music are still far outnumbered by their male peers.
Women representation in the Board of Directors of Music Associations and in management positions of the music industry is still too low.
The same happens with their participation in the Musical Festivals.
In classical music (apart from the commercial sexist stereotypes) the lack of models is doubled: it is given, on the one hand, by an
education based on a long-established, canonical repertoire that does not include works by women; and on the other hand, due to the
absence of works by women in concerts and festivals seasons.
And this happens despite the immense recovery done of the western music heritage , which took place at the end of the 20th century and
that does not manage to be part of the Music Festivals Programs.
In the actual symphonic music scene, the presence of women is anecdotal, especially in the orchestras programs, including the public ones.
In terms of audiovisual music, women music creations in film soundtracks, tv series, television programs, advertisements, etc. are
practically non existent.
We want to encourage girls to be interested in all music areas, to see themselves not only as singers, but to imagine themselves writing
their own songs, making electronic music, electroacoustic, soundtracks , or being instrumentalists, orchestra directors, symphonic
composers, producers, managers, sound engineers and a long etc ...
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AMCE aims to achieve an increase in the number of music creators in Spain and support the development of women composers in the
different stages of their musical careers.
We would like to implement initiatives, in a public and in private scale level, to encourage and empower women authors to show their
talent as composers and to facilitate their training and participation in the composition processes in the recording and music industry.

Also, encourage the organizations, companies and individuals to commit to bring to the table two or more actions to help improve the
equality and diversity achievemnet in relation to the creation of musical works.
Art as a generator of new models is a weapon of great social impact, which promotes reflection and establishes new paradigms.
The composers are very important for the future of our musical heritage. Women constitute half of the population and their music must be
present as a reflection of the society transformation to what we want it to become.
The representativeness of women is a social emergency.
AMCE can generate these positive changes.
We want to work positively to change the negative, addressing this inequality.
We want to nurture the future women music Creators.
We want to raise awareness of all these aspects and to end with the stereotypes, encouraging new models to be followed in future
generations.
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2.- ACTIVITIES FOR 2018
A. Study about women inequality in classical music ( later we will include the rest of the music disciplines). partnership with clasicas y
modernas and sgae fundation.
1. sinfonic orchestras program – number of female authors works.
2. leadership in symphonic orchestras and female conductors.
3. gender distribution in classic music awards in spain.
4. women composers and directors in the orchestra recordings.
5. gender distribution at the board in symphonic orchestras associations.
B. “Señoritas on fire” 2018 shows. female concerts with 3 to 8 female artists composers & songwriters playing and singing together.
C. Generating knowledge : conferences and round tables in sgae aie and main music schools and conservatories from spain (berklee,
musikene, escuela de música creativa etc ).
D. Gender equality charter . in collaboration with clasicas & modernas ( women´s theatre association). This proiect aims to achieve a
gender balance. festivals, town halls and theaters from spain such as centro conde duque, almagro festival … and from france are
signing a document with us compromising themselves to follow as an objective a more gender balanced programmation within the
next 3 years. more than 30 entities have already signed in spain.
E. Documentary about amce members and equality balance in music creators.
F. Free songwriting course for our members in collaboration with AMA ( Spanish Music Authors Association) .
G. Mentoring program. recording of an ep. every member(sound engineers, producers, composers, musicans , artists etc ) will be women.

3.- HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER
Click here
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4.- CONTACT

info@amce.com.es
www.amce.com.es
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